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PROLOGUE
Save the Children Denmark receives about 300 reports a month of online photos and videos
which raise suspicion of child abuse. About one in ten reports concerns images or videos in the
grey area, i.e. which are not illegal under Danish legislation. Such images do not show physical
sexual assault on children, but they expose children in a manner or in a context which offends
their dignity. What characterises the grey area material is that the children involved are displayed in
images which are used by persons with sexual fantasies about children.
Once the images are on the Internet, they are there forever. When, for example, images of nude
children on a beach appear on a website next to pornographic images, or when series of modelling
photos of 8-year-old girls in net stockings are offered for sale at 40 dollars, there is no legal
authority to remove the images, which will typically not be subject to police investigation.
There is no research or studies specifically addressing this borderline area, neither in Denmark nor
internationally. Over the past 12 years, Save the Children Denmark’s hotline for child abuse images
on the Internet has dealt with over 70,000 reports, having, against this background, built a unique
insight into erotic and sexual imagery of children. Through this report, we wish to communicate
our knowledge to professionals and decision-makers of how children are, entirely legally, exploited
on the Internet as objects of adults’ sexual fantasies.
At the end of the report, we issue a series of recommendations to the government and other
decision-makers, which we believe can prevent the continued violation of children’s rights.
March 2014,
Save the Children Denmark
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SUMMARY
The Internet is used to distribute illegal images of child abuse, and both national and international
resources are deployed to stop this type of crime. However, a vast amount of material is beyond
the scope of police investigation. These are still and moving images where children pose but are
not subjected to physical assault. Looking into this material, we have collected data to be presented
in this report. We have analysed over 400 websites with imagery in this grey area, thus getting
some idea of how children are legally exhibited on the Internet and used by persons with a
sexual interest in children and/or with a commercial interest in distributing the images.
As background knowledge, the typology of Taylor and Quayle is used to put the images into
a wider perspective. It is explained how the development of the Internet has expanded the
exchange and sale of child abuse material. Subsequently, the report elaborates on the concept
of grooming, which is key to understanding why some children let themselves be photographed
and filmed.
Chapter 2 delimits the kinds of images concerned. Save the Children believes that it is the
context that makes images of children offensive. It is clarified how still and moving images
feature in various contexts, focusing particularly on the modelling context, which is dominant.
There is also a description of the commercial distribution, which accounts for over 60% of the
web pages examined. There are website stores which sell series of photos and videos of posing
children. Chapter 2 also sets out what the material in the grey area means to persons with
a sexual interest in children, and how Danish legislation applies in this field.
Chapter 3 conveys some of the specific figures of the study. For example, the study shows that
the vast majority of children concerned are girls, and that 9-12-year-old girls feature as frequently
in posed images as 13-18-year-old girls. Figures serve to substantiate how the modelling context
is dominating, particularly in the commercial part of the material.
Chapter 4 discusses the children in the images. There is presumably a vast variation in how the
children experience these recordings and what consequences the images will have for them.
However, it is obvious that many of the children featuring particularly in erotic posed images have
been subjected to grooming or have been pressured to take part. At the same time, their dignity
is offended when private images are exhibited in a context whose purpose is sexual.
Chapter 5 looks at the material in the grey area from a rights perspective. There are major
dilemmas associated with legislating in this field, but if children are to be protected against being
exhibited as sex objects on the Internet, it is necessary to look at the context rather than just
relating to the individual image. Save the Children believes that it violates children’s privacy when
grey area images are exchanged on websites aimed at exposing children’s bodies to an adult
audience, which has a sexual and/or commercial interest in children.
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GLOSSARY

Images in the grey area
This report uses the concept of ‘grey area material’ or ‘images in the grey area’ to refer to the
wide array of images corresponding to levels 1-5 in the typology of image collections proposed by
Taylor and Quayle. We are not aware of the existence of any other term for this particular domain.
Henceforth ‘grey area material’ is defined in the following manner:
“Images in the grey area are still or moving images of children’s bodies, where the photographer’s
staging of the child and/or the use of the material in an erotic or otherwise sexualised context
gives grounds to presume that the purpose of the recording or display is to satisfy a sexual
interest in children.”
Grey area material does not encompass still or moving images depicting physical sexual assault.
Such images or presentations are illegal under Danish legislation.
Posed images
This report uses the concept of ‘posed images’ for photos in which children and young people
pose without any sexual acts as such taking place. Posed images are covered by levels 4 and 5
of the typology of Taylor and Quayle.
Child
The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child defines a child as a person under 18 years of age.
Child abuse images
In common usage, this is mostly referred to as ‘child pornography’, but the term ‘child abuse images’
serves much better to indicate that abuse is taking place, as opposed to an activity among equals
in which both parties have given their consent. Accordingly, nor is it a case of eroticism specifically
targeted at children, such as children’s literature, children’s films, children’s toys, etc.
Child maltreatment
Is defined by the World Health Organisation, WHO, as “all forms of physical and/or emotional
ill-treatment, sexual abuse, neglect or negligent treatment or commercial or other exploitation,
resulting in actual or potential harm to the child’s health, survival, development or dignity in the
context of a relationship of responsibility, trust or power.”
The Danish National Centre for Social Research, SFI, divides child maltreatment into four main
categories: physical abuse, psychological abuse, sexual abuse, and neglect.
Child pornography
This is pornographic material visually depicting one or several children who are involved in
explicitly sexual behaviour, including sexual display focusing on genitals or sexually related touching.
It may also consist of computer-generated images that look so genuine that they can be mistaken
for real children. Sound recordings, drawings and computer-generated images of children are not
covered by the concept of child pornography under Danish legislation. See the above definition
of ‘child abuse images’.’
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UN Convention on the Rights of the Child
This international accord was passed by the UN General Assembly on 20 November 1989. It
defines a series of fundamental rights, which apply to every child under 18 years of age, and
which all states ratifying the convention commit themselves to working towards. Only the USA
and Somalia have not ratified it. The convention contains a great deal that is identical to the UN
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, but also adds rights with particular reference to children
and their protection.
Grooming
This concept related to sexual abuse describes the deliberate process of manipulation in which an
adult befriends a child and possibly the child’s parents and circle of acquaintances with the aim of
gaining access to sexually abusing the child. It may take place online on various chat sites and social
media, or offline by the adult ingratiating himself with the child. The adult ‘grooms’ the child, which
means he or she persuades and seduces the child, gaining the child’s trust and confidence in order
to subsequently abuse the child sexually.
Commercial sexual exploitation
This is when financial profit is made from sexual exploitation of a child. It encompasses, for
example, trafficking of children for sex, sex tourism, and child prostitution. It also covers the
production and sale of child abuse images, including the sale of advertising on pornographic
and other types of websites with child abuse images.
Hebephilia/ephebophilia
Pronounced sexual preference for pubescent children.
Paedophilia
In the media and everyday language, the term ‘paedophile’ is often used about somebody who has
assaulted a child sexually. In a way, it has replaced the term ‘child molester’. However, paedophilia is
a psychiatric diagnosis. It is a class of personality disorders which involves a pronounced preference
for sex with prepubescent children. And in fact, far from everyone convicted of sexual assault on
children meets the criteria to be diagnosed as a paedophile.
Age of consent (for sexual activities)
In Denmark, the age of consent is 15 years. This means that it is illegal to engage in coitus or any
other sexual intercourse with any person below 15 years of age. In special cases, the age limit is
raised to 18 years in order to protect the child from being seduced by an adult entrusted with
particular responsibility for the child (e.g. a teacher, social educator, step parent, or foster parent).
It is also illegal for persons under 18 years of age to feature in live shows and pornographic images.
Typology of Taylor & Quayle
This is a typology developed by Professor Max Taylor and Ethel Quayle at University College
Cork. They divide images of children into 10 levels, corresponding to the degree of sexualisation
and severity of abuse being committed against the children depicted. Levels 1-5 are normal and
relatively innocent images of children, while levels 6-10 concern images containing severe sexual
assaults. The latter are illegal according to current Danish legislation, whereas the former are not
considered illegal.
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METHODOLOGY
The study contains material from a total of 401 unique URLs, i.e. unique website addresses.
The same images may appear on several webpages, but one webpage counts only once in
the material.
It is difficult to provide exact data for the content on the various websites. This is firstly because
each webpage may contain from very few to hundreds of images, and secondly because the
children’s age and the degree of sexualisation vary from one image to another. Moreover, it is
impossible to pinpoint the exact extent of such content, since the material is often moved to
new pages or shuffled between the open Internet and the so-called dark Internet.
Save the Children’s hotline has over 12 years’ experience of assessing images on the Internet.
Against this background, we have drawn up a series of criteria for the assessment of data, being
fully aware that our study only provides overall indications and does not cover statistically
representative material. The data collection is based on denunciations received via the hotline
in the period from 1 November 2012 to 30 September 2013.
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Delimitation
No pages with illegal images
Since this study concerns legal still and moving images, we have basically excluded webpages which
we judge to be hosting illegal material. If there is just one illegal image on the webpage, the entire
page can be categorised as illegal. The hotline working procedure in these cases is to pass the
website information on to the hotline in the hosting country concerned and to the Danish police.
Unique URLs as basis for data collection
We have followed links and registered webpages with posed images.
A domain name (e.g. www.[NAME].com) may appear several times in the study, but a unique URL
(e.g. www.[NAME].com/girls/denmark2013) is found only once in the data set.
This study focuses primarily on the children in the images. Accordingly, it does not encompass
computer-generated graphics or drawings of children who pose, nor is it concerned with textbased pages.
Categorisation based on the most offensive image
There may be many different types of images on a single webpage. We have chosen to categorise
based on the image of the most severe nature. If, say, there are four modelling photos at level 3
and one image with erotic posing (level 5), the webpage is categorised as the latter.
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Parameters used
We have collected data based on a series of parameters: gender, age, purpose, type, quantity,
technical platform, degree of sexualisation, and context. The following comments elaborate on
the parameters.
Quantity
We have registered the number of images by counting them on each webpage manually.
Some images undoubtedly appear several times in the data material, since they have been
copied to several websites. Accordingly, the same image may well appear several times in
the study, but each webpage and hence each unique collection of images has only been
registered once.
Age
The images have been categorised by the children’s age, since an indication to this effect is key
to describing the children and expounding on how the images are being used. We know that it is
difficult to estimate a child’s exact age from a photograph. The categorisation has been carried out
based on factual knowledge of children’s physical development and based upon the hotline staff ’s
vast experience of assessing images of children. 1We have chosen to divide into the following age
groups: 0-4 years, 5-8 years, 9-12, years and 13-18 years. If a webpage publishes, say, four images
of 12-year-olds and one image of an 8-year-old, we have categorised it as showing 5-8-year-olds.
Sexualisation
Our categorisation of the degree of sexualisation of the images has been based on the first five
levels of the typology of child abuse images created by Taylor and Quayle. This approach enables
us to differentiate between various degrees of sexualisation in the images. On a given webpage,
there will often be different images with different degrees of sexualisation. We have categorised
the webpage according to the image with the highest degree of sexualisation.
Commercial or private
We have categorised webpages under either ‘commercial distribution’ or ‘private distribution’.
All websites offering paid membership, or explicitly offering access to a payment option, have
been categorised as commercial. This also applies to webpages featuring image-based advertising
and a layout in which children are presented as objects for sale, even when the payment option
is offered on a subpage or on an entirely different website. Conversely, if, for example, the
webpage is a private blog or a forum, where users exchange free images, it is categorised
as ‘private distribution’.
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1

The estimate of age has been informed by, among other guidelines, the Hawaii Early Learning Profile, VORT 1994
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Read about the typology of Taylor & Quayle in Chapter 1.
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Context
We have categorised the webpages according to the context in which the images are presented,
since this is often decisive for the extent to which the child’s dignity is offended. The context tells
us something about how suppliers of these images seek to remain in conformity with legislation,
and how they prefer to see the children presented. A ‘normal’ level 1 image may, for instance, be
presented in a strongly sexualised context, just as an erotic level 5 posed image may appear on a
‘normal’ web page without a sexualised context.
The following distinctions have been made regarding context:

• Modelling

Where it is written or indicated that this is a modelling page or where children pose as
mannequins.

• Explicit sexual context

Where the text or links make clear that the webpage has a sexual purpose. This refers, for
instance, to images of children on an adult pornographic site, or on a webpage advertising for
pornographic sites.

• Self-exposition

Where still or moving images are presented as produced and shared by the children themselves,
for instance on webcam, or close-ups from a handheld mobile phone.

• Art

Where the webpage professes to be about the artistic depiction of children.

• Naturism

Where the webpage shows images of children in a naturist context.

• Innocence3:

Where children are depicted as pure and innocent beings, e.g. as little angels.

3

The term has been borrowed from the Canadian Centre for Child Protection 2009
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CHAPTER 1
Background information on child abuse images
and digital media
Every day across the world, thousands of still and moving images representing
children as sex objects are downloaded and shared. Some of them show sexual
assaults on children. Others depict children who pose scantily clad or naked
for the photographer. It must be stressed that the subject matter of this report
is not images of illegal sexual assault, which we work on every day to have
removed and investigated.
This study deals solely with the images in which children do not appear to have
been subjected to physical sexual abuse, but where the image, or the context
in which the image is presented, offends the child’s dignity. It makes sense to
view the posed images in the same context as images of sexual abuse, precisely
because they are used in the same manner. Below is a general introduction to
child abuse images, grooming, and the Internet’s influence in this field.
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1. SEXUAL AND EROTIC IMAGES OF CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET
Various degrees of sexualisation of images
When we look into which images are produced and shared on websites, we discover that nearly
all types of images depicting children can be used to stimulate sexual fantasies. Back in 2001, at
University College Cork, researchers Max Taylor and Ethel Quayle examined the sexual exploitation
of children for still and moving images. By analysing major quantities of data, the two researchers
created a typology, which conveys the complexity of Internet-related child abuse.
The table below presents the typology of Taylor and Quayle with a few adaptations made by Save the
Children Denmark. It shows the vast variety and the myriad of dilemmas associated with violation of
children’s rights when the images are distributed on the Internet. In the table, images of children are
categorised on a scale from 1 to 10, depending on their erotic or sexual content. The table covers
the entire spectrum from normal and innocent images of children, at level 1, to grossly obscene
images of sadistic assaults, at level 10.

CATEGORISATION OF SEXUAL CONTENT IN IMAGES OF CHILDREN

		
Level
Denomination
1		
Normal
				
				

Description of imagery
Normal images in which children play in neutral surroundings, or nonerotic and non-sexualised images showing children in underwear, bathing
clothes or the like, either from advertising or family photography.

2		
Nudism
		art		

Images of nude or partially nude children in normal nudist contexts and
from legal sources. Artistically justified images of children.

3		
Voyeuristic
				
				

Images of children photographed covertly at playgrounds and other
surroundings for children. The images may, for instance, show visible underwear or various degrees of nudity.

4		

Posing

Posed photos of children, whether fully clothed, partially clothed or nude.

5		
Erotic		
		posing		

Posed images of fully or partially clothed or nude children in erotically 		
suggestive, sexualised or sexually suggestive poses.

6		
Explicit erotic
		posing		

Images emphasising genital areas, where the child is either nude, fully or
partially clothed.

7		
Explicit sexual
		activity		

Images that depict touching, mutual and self-masturbation, oral sex and 		
intercourse conducted by a child, though not involving any adults.

8		
Assault
				

Images of children subjected to sexual assault, showing touching of the 		
body with the hands and with adult involvement.

9		
Gross assault
				

Images of gross sexual assault, showing sexual activities of intercourse,
masturbation, oral sex and with adult involvement.

10		
Sadistic/		
a) Sexualised images showing a child being tied, beaten, whipped or 		
		bestiallity		
otherwise being subjected to actions that inflict pain on the child.
				
b) Images where an animal is involved in some form of sexual activity with
				a child.
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ELABORATION ON CATEGORIES
Below the categories are elaborated upon in order to provide insight into the nature of the
material being exchanged online. While distribution of images at levels 6-10 can earn the producer
a prison sentence of up to 12 years, images at levels below that are not ‘child pornography’ in a
legal sense, according to Danish legislation.
Level 1:
Although the images at this level are not erotic or pornographic, they are sometimes presented in
a manner and in a context which serves to stimulate the adult’s fantasies. In this case it is solely the
possessor’s systematic organisation of the images which points to an erotic or sexual motivation to
collect images of children.
Level 2:
‘Nudism – art’ contains both artistic productions, such as portrait and full-figure photos of children,
experimenting with the aesthetic, and images of children in nudist contexts, for example from the
summer camp of a nudist association. As a starting point, the images at this level have not been
produced to provoke sexual fantasies, although it cannot always be known what motivated the
photographer concerned.
Level 3:
These can be photos taken covertly at a playground, by a paddling pool, on a beach or other places
were children are present. The children are not doing anything erotic, nor do the surroundings
suggest anything erotic. The photographer has often used a long lens to avoid drawing attention.
Such images are taken without children, parents or, for instance, day-care staff being aware of it.
Level 4 - 5:
Children in images at these two levels have usually been instructed in posing in a manner that
is more or less erotic with the purpose of stimulating the sexual fantasies of adults.
Some images have been taken by children themselves, for example, while playing photo models
and experimenting with their looks and charisma, after which adults have copied the images.
Others have been recorded in living rooms or bedrooms, and yet others in photographic studios.
Images at levels 4 and 5 can rarely be construed as illegal according to Danish law, but their
distribution and use will often violate children’s privacy. Many of these images are clearly within a
grey area as regards legislation.
Level 6 - 10:
These are the types of images defined by Danish law as illegal pornographic images of children.
They focus clearly on the genital areas, and there is sexual activity in terms of masturbation, oral
sex, coitus or the like. Often several persons feature in the images. Level 10 encompasses the most
shocking images. Here the child is victim of sexual sadism, or the child is forced to engage in sexual
contact with animals.
Offences across a broad spectrum of images
The typology of Taylor and Quayle makes plain that there is a broad spectrum to take into
account when it comes to images used by persons with a sexual interest in children. They range
from images in which the children depicted are unaware to photos of inhuman physical assaults.
The focus of this report is those images that are found in the grey area, and which are not
illegal under Danish legislation, i.e. at levels 1-5 in the table.
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2. GROOMING
Internationally, the term ‘grooming’ has significantly enhanced our understanding of why children
and young people, on the face of it voluntarily, consent to meeting with adults who, without using
physical violence, exploit the child or young person sexually. As far back as 1984, the American
researcher, David Finkelhor, described the preconditions that had to be in place for an offender to
abuse a child sexually. Firstly, the offender must overcome internal moral inhibitions. At the same
time, he (or she) faces highly concrete external obstacles. The offender needs to work both on
the child and on his surroundings to be able to maintain contact with the child, as well as to get
the child to participate and keep quiet about what takes place (Finkelhor, 1984). The concept of
grooming is used when an offender works on, persuades, seduces, and manipulates a child or
young person to take part in sexual activities on the adult’s terms. The concept is important to
help explain why children consent to appear in erotic images.
The grooming process
The grooming of a child may take place over a short or a long period of time. It can last for
two hours, or it may stretch across months or years. It can take place at home or in the youth
club, as well as online through chats and text messages. The brief description below is based on
elucidations presented by research consultant Rachel O’Connell (2003) and psychologist Kuno
Sørensen (2010) of how grooming plays out online.
The grooming process comprises various stages, which mostly come in chronological succession
or supplement each other.
1. Selection of the victim
Prior to the actual grooming process, the offender carefully selects the child or children depending
on what he (or she) wants to achieve. The choice may fall on identifying children who are insecure
and naive, since this makes it easier for the offender to remain in authority. Another preference can
be to find children who are less than certain about their own boundaries, thus making them easier
to persuade to engage in sexual activities. Indeed children who manifest little risk aversion
or have emotional problems and unstable family relations are the most vulnerable to all kinds of
abuse (Finkelhor, 2008).
2. Building relationships and friendships
After a child or young teenager has been picked out by the offending adult, there is the contactcreating stage, in which the offender gets to know the victim. The duration of this stage depends
on several conditions, such as the regularity of contact, and the degree of the child’s scepticism
towards the contact.
The stage at which a relationship is cemented between the child and the adult is an extension of
the contact-creating stage. This is when the offender starts to engage with the child by asking about
and showing interest in the child’s everyday concerns. The purpose of this strategy is to maintain
the contact with the child or young person, who often begins to come under the illusion that the
adult is his or her best friend. The friendship can be bolstered by the offender giving the child gifts,
for example a mobile phone or a trip to a theme park.
3. Risk assessment
In parallel with the contact-creating stage, the offender tries to get answers to factual questions
aimed at assessing the risk of getting caught. The relationship is now moving into the risk
assessment stage. The offender may, for example, ask when the child is alone at home and inquire
into how the child is relating to other adults.
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4. The one-and-only stage
Once the offender has managed to assess the risk of continuing the contact with the child,
the process usually progresses to the ‘one-and-only stage’. Here, the offender’s tempo is often
accelerated. The offender uses expressions such as “you can talk to me about anything!” and “I
really understand what you’re going through!” Against the background of this intensified mode of
communication, the child or young person develops a growing sense of togetherness and mutuality.
If the adult asks how much the child trusts him (or her), the child will often react by professing to
trust the person unconditionally. It is important to keep in mind that, at this point in time, the child
has usually only had the experience of a positive relationship. For children who feel marginalised,
neglected or perhaps bullied in their daily life, this new friendship will be particularly valuable.
5. The sexual stage
Once the mutual relationship has been established, and the child professes to trust the adult,
the contact progresses into the sexual stage, where the offender introduces subjects of a more
intimate and sexual nature. At this stage, the offender will begin to demand sexual services of the
child. For example, the offender may ask direct questions about sexual experiences. This can also
be the time when intimate posed images are produced. Even when this is likely to be uncharted
territory, the child will often convince himself or herself that it is innocuous, since the child has thus
far had a positive experience of engaging with the offender.
In addition to talking about sex and erotica, the offender will continue to work on the child in
preparation for the activities that are the purpose of the grooming. This may happen, inter alia, by
introducing the child to erotic and sexual still or moving images with other children. Such imagery
is used to push the child’s boundaries and wear down the child’s resistance to the sexual subjects
and activities.
6. Subsequently – keeping the secret
A grooming relationship may stop after the first instance of abuse, or it can go on for years.
For the offender, it is important to control the child or young person and make sure they do not
reveal the abuse. Accordingly, the offender will, in some way or another, make sure that the victim
keeps the secret. It can be done by threatening humiliation or violence, or by manipulating the child
into believing that it is his or her own fault that the abuse took place in the first place: “You were
in on it from the start. You could just have said no.”
Serious consequences of grooming
The effects of being a victim of grooming can be serious. It can ruin the child’s ability to trust other
people forever, if the child finds that someone who inspired confidence in and hope for the future,
turns out to take advantage of the child’s loyalty to pressure the child into sex. The breach of trust
that occurs is to some victims just as traumatic as the actual sexual abuse. At the same time, the
grooming process gives rise to guilt and shame, since the child perceives a shared responsibility for
the humiliating situations and is reminded how he or she trusted the adult blindly. Grooming “…
can create a major feeling of guilt, prevent denunciation of the abuse and complicate subsequent
courses of treatment” (Helene Almind Jansen, 2010).
The above description illustrates some of the psychological mechanisms that may lead children to
take part in activities that overstep their boundaries, and which they would not consent to under
other circumstances. Posed images can be one such activity. Recordings of posed images will often
have been preceded by grooming, and the children will be recruited both online and offline.
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3.THE DIGITAL MEDIA AND SEXUAL EXPLOITATION OF CHILDREN
The Internet has drastically changed our mode of communication since the mid-1990s. Internet
technology has turned the world into a ‘global village’, enabling continuous communication with
people on the other side of the planet – and anonymously. At the same time, the users themselves
produce the contents, including images.
The digital camera
30 years ago people would have shaken their heads in disbelief had they been told that in 2013
we would all walk around with a pocket camera, and that photos would no longer need to be
developed on paper before they could be seen. Nevertheless, this is reality today. The camera is
always within reach. We are used to being photographed, and for many children it is quite normal
to record themselves on video and sharing the video online.
Digital camera technology has provided us with immense advantages. Unfortunately, another
consequence is that people with a sexual interest in children can easily, cheaply, and entirely
independently produce images of children. It speaks volumes that Danish underground magazines
of ‘child pornography’ from the 1970s contained 20-30 images per publication, whereas the police
today confiscate personal computers with 500,000 sexual or erotic images of children.
Distribution across borders
Internet technology plays a major role in the distribution of sexual or erotic images of children.
As mentioned, in the 1970s, in certain Danish porn shops it was possible to buy magazines with
images of children. But it was demanding. Someone wanting to buy had to spend time and money
to get hold of the images, in addition to presumably overcoming a personal boundary and also
running a risk by contacting the seller. Internet technology has overcome all those obstacles.
Today one can freely and easily download and share still and moving images anywhere and at any
time without having to come face to face with other people. At the same time, sexual or erotic
materials with children are distributed across national borders. On the web, information is moved
back and forth between Shanghai and Copenhagen in seconds.
When analysing, say, an Internet forum in which images of abuse are exchanged, it is clear that
users often come from different countries. An example could be users from Denmark, Germany,
England, and Spain who exchange photos of Russian girls on a Japanese-owned website, which
is hosted in turn on servers in the USA, Brazil, and Taiwan. When a site is closed down in one
country, it often opens in another, and there is no clear connection between the place where
criminal images are produced and where the material is registered and uploaded.
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4. INTERNATIONAL EFFORTS
The effort to curb the proliferation of child abuse images on the Internet cannot take place
solely at the national level. It takes a combined and coordinated endeavour locally, nationally, and
internationally. And fortunately, the problem has already been given a lot of attention. Cooperation
takes place across borders, constantly exposing international networks that are guilty of sexual
abuse of children. Cross-border cooperation between different countries’ police forces is being
continuously improved, and in 2013 a new European Cybercrime Centre opened under the aegis
of Europol. Interventions lead to the development of new methods to identify children on images
of abuse and to expose distribution networks.
There are also civil society organisations working to stop the exploitation of children in
abuse images. Two examples are Virtual Global Taskforce and Financial Coalition against Child
Pornography. The European Commission has been behind the hotline organisation INHOPE
and the set-up of hotlines in all European countries, where citizens can report images of abuse.
INHOPE hotlines, which also exist in a vast array of countries outside the EU, received in 2012,
a total of 37,400 denunciations of illegal material featuring sexual abuse of children.
Images in the grey area are not covered by the interventions.
The mild end of the abuse spectrum material, which we have termed ‘grey area material’, is mostly
not covered by the efforts of the various coalitions, since these images do not show physical sexual
assaults. It is clear that top priority must be given to combat the illegal images. However, still and
moving images in the grey area also deserve the authorities’ attention and intervention.
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CHAPTER 2
Images in the grey area
Images in the grey area are still or moving images of children’s bodies,
where the photographer’s staging of the child and/or the use of the material
in an erotic or otherwise sexualised context gives grounds to presume that the
purpose of the recording or display is to satisfy a sexual interest in children.
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1. THE IMAGES IN QUESTION
Based on the typology of child abuse images drawn up by Taylor and Quayle, this report defines
images in the grey area as those in the said typology’s levels 1-5.
At the same time, we are interested in the context in which the images are presented.
There are millions of posed images of people of all ages. This report focuses solely on those
which aim to portray, either in their own right or springing from the context in which they are
published, children’s bodies as objects of the sexual interest of adults.
Grey area material does not encompass still or moving images depicting physical sexual assault.
Such images or representations are illegal according to Danish legislation.
The table below illustrates the broad spectrum of images, ranging from the ordinary family photo
to the most grossly obscene images of abuse. It also shows the basics of how this report assesses
the various degrees of offensiveness.
Inspired byTaylor and Quayle categories 1-10
Posed images
1

2

3

GREY AREA
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4

Illegal images
5

6

7

8

ILLEGAL

9

10
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The context makes the images offensive
The context in which the images are presented is decisive for our assessment of them as
offending children’s dignity. For example, it is normal if a website for a gymnastics club show images
of children in gymnastics outfit, whereas most people will find it offensive if the same images
appear on a site with, say, adult porn or banner adverts for sex toys.
The modelling world as context
We know that the modelling world is used as a context for distributing still and moving images.
Children are depicted as models who pose for the photographer either outdoors, in a private
room or in a professional studio. The degree of sexualisation varies, but the vast majority of sites
show bare skin, for example children in small dresses, with exposed midriffs, miniskirts, bikini, boxer
shorts, underwear, tight swimming trunks or gym suits. Some websites emphasise the innocence
and cuteness of the younger girls. Others play on other types of fantasies, depicting the girls as
sex objects with heavy makeup and net stockings. The children – both girls and boys – have clearly
been instructed in how to pose for the photographer, and when it comes to erotic posed images,
they have been instructed in how to hold their lips, hips and legs like adult erotic models.
With the section of the material that has a commercial aim, the images have often been catalogued
into series. These websites are evidently inspired by fashion advertising. One headline might read
‘Lovely young models’, showing small images of various girls aged 9-12 years, while linking to a
larger number of subpages. Each subpage is dedicated to a single child, a model posing in a variety
of costumes.

An example of grey zone material. The blurring of the children’s faces has been done by
Save the Children Denmark.
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There are several reasons why the modelling world is a popular context. Here are three factors
that make it attractive to producers and users:
1.The modelling context gives the producer an alibi. There are no sexual words and no overt
signs that these children are being subjected to sexual abuse in connection with the photography.
The children show themselves, and erotic poses can sometimes be perceived as imitating adult
photo models. This is not illegal per se.
2.The modelling context gives the producer easy access to children. Many girls and boys would like
to be models, and many of the children appearing in the grey area material presumably believed
that the recordings were to be used in a modelling context. In this manner, there is far less risk and
effort involved in getting children to pose as erotic models than if the children (and their parents)
had known what the photos are really to be used for.
3.The modelling context can soothe the conscience of the observer using the images at home
behind the screen. A sense of guilt and bad conscience burdens many of those who look for sexual
images of children on the Internet. The modelling context can give viewers some grounds for telling
themselves that this is normal, and that it is obviously not illegal.
Even highly erotic websites with images of children often have a short text guaranteeing its legality
and the absence of nude images and sexual contents on its pages. However, we often see both
images in the grey area and outright illegal images on sites with such texts. We presume that the
text is therefore published with the sole purpose of signalling innocence and as an attempt to preempt legal problems.
Here is an example of a front page text on a website with posed images:
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Explicitly sexual contexts
In other contexts, the producer makes no attempt to obscure the purpose, but makes a virtue
of it. The headline might be ‘Horny preteen girls’ or ‘Sexy boys for U’. The contents of such websites
range from images of children doing gymnastics in the garden to photos from nudist beaches or
posed images as described above. The images may have been recorded in a private room or a
studio. What matters is that the children are presented as objects to satisfy a sexual interest.
Photos of children in an explicitly sexual context are available through websites and file sharing,
but also in various legal image forums (‘image boards’). Here private individuals with an interest
in the subject meet and write comments to each other. One headline could be ‘Teen sex’, while
the images being shared are posed images of 10-year-olds in underwear with comments such as
‘Daddy’s sexy girl’. It also occurs that images of children are mixed with decidedly pornographic
images of adults. This is the case, for instance, at sites that copy images from publicly available
image databases, mixing them at random.
Other contexts exhibiting children’s bodies
Several other contexts are used when persons with a sexual interest in children exchange still
and moving images. It may be photos from naturist camps, where children play in the nature or
otherwise take part in ordinary holiday activities with fellow children and adults. It may also be
staged photos of a large group of unclothed children and adults.
Some websites are characterised by portraying children as little cute fairies or angels in pink or
pale blue scenarios. They often focus on showing the very youngest children, and have an obvious
sensual atmosphere, occasionally underpinned by soft lighting and romantic accessories. It is hard
to grasp the point of these, other than a special interest in watching children’s bodies.
Images of children also exist on sites where the headline refers to still and moving images being
works of art, but where the context is plainly sexual. And there is a vast series of text and image
forums where posed images of children are shared without comments.

When still and moving images are traded on the Internet
Part of the grey area material is offered for sale. The commercial aspect of a website may
be apparent either by linking directly to a payment option or by featuring adverts whose images
provide links to the ‘goods’ for sale. An individual image may also link to more images and to
payment pages, where it is possible to buy access to further material.
Our study focuses particularly on this commercial aspect of the grey area material, because
we consider commercialisation to be an aggravating circumstance in offending the child’s dignity.
A great deal of the commercial websites exhibit children in a manner that evokes an ordinary
shopping catalogue, but with the crucial difference that, in this case, the ‘goods for sale’ are the
children. It is clear that these sites have drawn up a marketing strategy so as to satisfy every type
of preference. There are series of children in different age groups. Some series have an air of
innocence, for instance filming young children while playing, smiling and looking like little angels.
There are series of girl models, series of 7-year-old boys in swimming trunks, and series where
girls have been made up with lipstick and mascara, playing fashion models.
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Example of a web shop selling images of children
One example could be a website selling a video of a 9-year-old girl. The front page shows a photo
of the smiling and posing child in a princess costume on an attractively designed background with
hearts and various reds.
The page offers only two options to continue to navigate the website: there is a free trial of a
limited assortment or there is a purchase of membership. If a free trial is chosen, for example,
the user gains access to a series of images of the same child posing for the photographer. The
child smiles and poses in different costumes. In some images, the child is fully clothed, in others in
underwear. In some images, the girl assumes a normal posture, in others she pouts and sticks
out her hips.
If purchase of membership is chosen, the user is asked to pay and is promised access to far greater
quantities of material. The price of membership varies, but typically amounts to USD 40-50 per
month or per year. It must be seen as part of the marketing strategy that the payment is phrased
as the buying of ‘membership’. This instils a sense of the buyer joining a group, and to some people
it is indeed important to feel that they belong to a community.
Payment options differ
At some sites, it is possible to pay by credit card through a non-recognised payment option.
Another possibility is to use financial transfer firms. This involves an intermediary which enables the
buyer to (almost) anonymously send money to a given recipient. The method provides a certain
degree of protection for both buyer and seller, and makes it harder to identify the participants.
However, the buyer runs a serious security risk by passing on his banking details to anonymous
persons in a shady trade.
It also remains possible to buy modelling photos of children using recognised payment options on
commercial websites, typically where the erotic element has been markedly toned down. Since
2006, the US organisation Financial Coalition against Child Pornography has worked to avoid the
use of recognised payment options for the sale of child abuse images. This effort has borne fruit as
regards the illegal part of the commercial sites, but the effect also appears to have reached grey
area material. Accordingly, today we rarely see recognised encrypted payment options, such as VISA
and Mastercard, on websites with erotic images of children.
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An example of grey zone material. The blurring of the children’s faces has been
done by Save the Children Denmark.
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2. THE LAW AND IMAGES IN THE GREY AREA
In Denmark, actively searching for, possessing, and distributing images of abuse of persons under
18 years of age is illegal and can be punished by up to six years of prison. This is spelt out in the
Criminal Code’s Section 235 on child pornography. The legislation is based on whether a still or
moving image shows a sexual assault on a child. And the judgment is unmistakable, when the
content of the image is so explicit. However, it is less than clear-cut when the image belongs to
the milder end of the spectrum. The degree of sexualisation in each image determines whether
it is considered illegal or not.
The line of criminality has been overstepped when the image shows:
1. “Other types of sexual intercourse”, e.g. when a person touches a child’s genitals.
2. “Explicit sexual behaviour”, e.g. a child who masturbates.
3. A child’s genitals with a sexual purpose, e.g. a close-up photo of a child’s genitals.
Accordingly, erotic posed images are not covered by Section 235, unless they form part of a
series in which other images of the same child are illegal. In that case, the posed images are also
considered to be illegal.
This means that images focusing on genitals, masturbation, and other sexual self-touching are in
fact the mildest part of the illegal imagery.
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Defamation law
The Criminal Code’s Section 264 on defamation and the right to privacy is another part of
the legislation which can, in principle, protect children against publication of grey area material.
Children can report the producer of erotic posed images for violating their privacy, just as, say,
film stars can take the tabloid press to court for publishing photos of their private lives.
However, as it stands, this legislation has in fact very little or no effect, because it requires the
child to actively oppose publication. Firstly, many of the children are unaware of the use of the
images, and secondly, some children will feel guilty about the photos having been taken.
Accordingly, the children may refrain from reporting the offence.
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Danish law adheres to international norms
Denmark adheres to principles in force in various international laws and agreements. Both the
convention of the Council of Europe4 and EU law5 criminalise child pornography, child prostitution
and pornographic performances (online and offline) in the same manner as in Denmark. Several
countries, both inside and outside Europe, have chosen to enact stricter laws. A survey of the
various legislations will shed light on how the legal dilemmas have been tackled. Other countries’
laws and handling of denunciations of child abuse images are beyond the scope of this study.

4
5
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The Council of Europe’s Convention on the Protection of Children against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse, 2007
Directive 2011/92/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council.
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3.WHAT THE IMAGES MEAN TO THE VIEWER
It is impossible to draw up an exact profile of the persons who produce or have an interest in
erotic images of children. However, if we assume that they are the same people who look at illegal
sexual images, most of them are men. Women also offend, and there are several examples of
women who have been convicted of possessing child abuse images, but a cautious guess is that
at least nine out of ten convicts are men.
Some declare themselves to be paedophiles, which means that they prefer sex with children
rather than with adults. Others may be obsessed with all forms of sexuality, in which children
featuring as sexual objects is but one of several variants. Yet others seek out the images of abuse,
because they themselves were subjected to sexual assault in their childhood, while some merely
look for a thrilling experience on the web.
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A person with a sexual interest in children can be aroused by an image that does not, on the
face of it, have any sexual purpose. And it is the rule rather than the exception that the police find
images without any direct sexual nature, when analysing the material of defendants.
Still and moving images signalling sex are not necessarily illegal and do not necessarily involve
the child in recordings that offend the child’s dignity per se. This photo was taken by writer and
photographer Lewis Carroll in 1858. It shows Alice Liddl, a child he knew, who stretches her
hand towards the observer. Such an image can be experienced as erotic by the viewer, and it is
undoubtedly interesting to a great deal of those who engage in sexual fantasies about children8.
The photo has since been recognised as inspiration for Caroll’s story about Alice in Wonderland.
Referred in Taylor et al 2003
The example has been borrowed from Michael Sheath’s talk Child abuse imagery viewers: What are they
looking for? What do they see? at the INHOPE meeting in 2012.

7
8
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How the images are used
In contrast to images of sexual abuse, modelling and nude photos of children are not illegal
material. There is no single formula for what erotic images mean to users, but below are some
examples of how the images are used.
Stimulating sexual fantasies
In particular posed images can be used by an adult seeking sexual arousal. Persons who are
attracted to sexual images of children may just as well use erotic images to stimulate sexual
fantasies as they may use images of sexual acts. By comparison, many completely normal people
look at erotic images as a kind of ‘warm-up’ before they click their way to watch outright scenes
of coitus on the web’s porn sites.
Overcoming inhibitions
The American psychologist David Finkelhor lists various internal moral and psychological inhibitions
that need to be overcome before a person is able to assault a child sexually. Posed images on the
Internet may help to this effect, so that, little by little, more material of a more obscene nature
is demanded6. Posed images are more easily accessible on the web than abuse imagery, and it is
usually risk-free to take part in, say, a web forum where modelling images of children are shared.
A sense of community
The exchange of images enables contact with like-minded persons. At a forum where sexual
photos of children are exchanged communication is often positive and confirmatory. People write
“great pics” or “thanks so much”. Some persons do not want this contact, whereas others find it
important. In some of the networks exposed by the police, the sense of community plays a major
role for the participants.
Tool in grooming processes
Erotic posed images are also used by sex offenders in the process of grooming a child.
The offender shows the child erotic or sexual images of other children as part of the manipulation
towards the meeting and the sexual offence.
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Taylor (2003), Child Pornography, an Internet Crime, p. 181
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Collection objects
In some of the cases where the police have seized computers, the perpetrator has turned out to
have collected vast quantities of still and moving images. There have been several Danish police
prosecutions where a single person has stored over 500,000 photos and film clips of children7.
In such cases, it is reasonable to assume that the obsession with collecting the material is the
dominant motivation. It is characteristic that these people have become highly addicted to the
act of collecting images.
Thus, still and moving images without outright sexual acts are interesting to persons with a
sexual interest in children. They see the children as sex objects and thus attribute a value to,
for instance, posed images as a form of sexualised material. At the same time, posed images are
characterised by being more easily accessible than illegal images, and by entailing little or no risk
of being punished.
Reportedly, all images can be used:
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E.g. http://jyllands-posten.dk/aarhus/krimi/ECE4467916/enorme-maengder-boerneporno-hos-25-arig/
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CHAPTER 3
Results of the study
On the next pages, results of the data collection
are described, based on an analysis of 401 unique web addresses in the
period 1 November 2012 – 30 September 2013.
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Extent of images in the grey area
In order to document the extent of the problem of distribution of images showing children
in sexual contexts, we have counted the number of images on the 401 webpages which we
have analysed.
The pie chart shows that 1 in 5 pages contains over 100 images. On a single webpage, it is possible
to scroll down looking at dozens of photos of children in various poses. A quick calculation
concludes that, in the course of our collection, we have assessed at least 16,000 images. And this is
merely a random extract of the pages that exist, quite apart from those we did not come across,
or which are less accessible on the Internet.

Number of pictures per page
20 %

0-10

36 %
17%
%
17

11-50
51-100

27 %

over 100

The images are used commercially
In our study, 66% of the images appear in a commercial context, i.e. on webpages involving either
payment or advertising that links to payment. This proportion may indicate that commercial
websites are most easily accessible, and hence more likely to be reported, but nevertheless it
indicates that there is a real online market for posed images of children.
34% of the images are freely available on image boards and file servers, where private individuals
typically exchange images.
There is no doubt that there are far greater quantities of images in private networks on the
so-called dark Internet, which are not so easily accessible. If the real number of posed images
could be measured, the private exchange of images would probably make up the lion’s share of
the grey area material.
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Purpose

34 %

private
commercial

66 %

More girls are exploited on posed images online
On 9 out of 10 webpages, girls are featured in the images. This can be interpreted to mean that
there is a predominantly heterosexual preference among the users of this material, since we know
that the majority of them are men. However, it may also reflect preferences among the Internet
users who report to Save the Children Denmarks hotline, although not all the pages forming
part of the data originate from such denunciations. A great deal of webpages have been found by
following links from one page to another.
While the data in this study is too limited to draw definite conclusions on the number of boys in
images in the grey area, it should be stressed that members of Save the Children Denmarks hotline
team regularly view both child abuse images and posed images involving boys, and that boys are
subjected to the same types of representations as girls. However, boys feature less frequently on
sites with commercial aims, and are more rarely found in a modelling context. Conversely, boys
appear more frequently when it comes to self-exposition.

Sex of children shown in images

9%

6%
girls
boys
both

85%
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The images tend towards the severe levels of the scale
When looking at the degree of sexualisation, it is clear that the images with the highest degree
of sexualisation take up the most space. Over half (51%) of the registered webpages show erotic
posing, i.e. the type of photographs which we presume to have the most harmful after-effects for
children. Non-erotic posed images comprise 39% and only the last 10% concern other types
of images.

Degree of sexualisation
3% 2%
5%

erotic posing
posing

39 %

51 %

erotica
suggestive
nudism

Age
It can be difficult to estimate the exact age of children in images. It is easier for younger children,
who change a lot in a single year. It can be outright impossible for teenagers, who are more sexually
mature. In the collected data material, we have nevertheless attempted to assess the children’s ages
on the various webpages. The largest share (48%) is found in the age group 9-12 years, while 14%
of webpages show children aged 5-8 years. 37% show children between 13 and 18 years.
Looking at age in relation to degree of sexualisation, it is clear that the oldest age group more
frequently appear on webpages with erotic posing than the 5-8-year-olds. Conversely, there is no
significant difference in this area between the 13-18-year-olds and the 9-12-year-olds. Accordingly,
the still sexually immature 9-12-year-old girls are just as represented in images of erotic posing as
the fully developed teenage girl of 15 years of age.
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Distribution by age group
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Technical platform
71% of the pages in our study pertain to ordinary www domains, which have been bought and
are updated by a given person. These are websites designed for their contents and deliberately
produced with the aim of showing and distributing images of children. We cannot know with
certainty whether the producer is one or several persons, but the large portals with a high number
of subpages and photo series will typically require many hours of work to develop and maintain.
A minor part of the pages, 24%, are postings on various image forums or image boards. These
are typically individuals who gather around the purpose of exchanging images, i.e. users who
themselves have an erotic interest in children.
Once again, it must be stressed that the figures are solely based on the 401 webpages, which make
up the data collection, and are thus not representative of all material of this type on the Internet.
The figures thus only provide a rough idea of the kind of material that is floating visibly around in
cyberspace.

1% 1%

Technical platform

3%

website
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24 %

71 %

text/links
file server
other
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Context
The context in which the images are published determines whether they form part of the study.
While 36% of the webpages present children in a modelling context, another 41% make no bones
about showing images of children for a sexual purpose. Thus, in the grey area material surveyed by
this study the most frequently used context is overtly sexual.
Other contexts, as described in Chapter 2, can be naturism, art or innocence8. 7% of the images
have been categorised as self-exposition, i.e. photographs which children and young people
themselves have produced and perhaps also uploaded to the Internet.

Context
2% 1%
6%

sexual

7%

modelling

7%
41%
36%

self-exposition
innocence
other
naturism
art

8

Where children are portrayed as pure and innocent beings, e.g. as little angels
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Private and commercial
Looking at the context, there is also a clear difference between sites with a private and with a
commercial aim. While all kinds of contexts are considered valuable in the exchange taking place
between private individuals, the contexts on commercial sites is, in 90% of cases, focused on the
modelling world or on the explicitly sexual aspect.

Context private
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sexual
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modelling
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self-exposition
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other
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Context commercial
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CHAPTER 4
How the images affect the children
Over the years we have learned a great deal about the psychological harm
caused by the sexual abuse of children. We know that the consequences for
many are severe and life-long. Suffering sexual abuse in childhood can inflict
serious trauma. In the period following the abuse, psychological crises may be
experienced, and physical reactions are also common, such as stomach pains,
attention deficit, and nightmares. During and after the abuse the child also
mobilises psychological defence mechanisms, such as denial or repression9.
Persons who have been subjected to sexual abuse are at greater risk of
suffering from depression, anxiety or posttraumatic stress syndrome10, and
as adults they often have poorer health than others who have not been
subjected to serious trauma in childhood11.

Svedin, 2011
Elklit 2012
11
Relationship of Childhood Abuse and Household Dysfunction to Many of the Leading
Causes of Death in Adults: The Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) Study
9

10
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But when it comes to the consequences of sexual exploitation exhibited in images in the grey
area, we have little research to draw upon. But we do know a lot about children’s and young
people’s development and we now have considerable experience from Danish cases of online
grooming. Against this background of knowledge and experience, Save the Children Denmark
has no doubt that the consequences of being recorded on, say, erotically posed images, may have
strong parallels to the consequences of physical sexual assault. We also know that young persons
who have exposed themselves, for instance, on webcam to an online friend, may go through severe
psychological after-effects along with strong feelings of guilt and shame.
In the following sections, we will examine the consequences of the images for the children from
two standpoints, namely from the situation in which the images are recorded and as regards
subsequent distribution of the images on the Internet.
What the children experience during recordings
At the mild end of the scale, the production of posed images is not necessarily something the
child will remember. This applies to, for example, a boy who happens to be sitting in the playground
sandbox, a schoolgirl posing for the photographer, or two girl-friends who smile and pose in bikini
on the beach on a hot summer day. They may not notice that the images are taken, or it never
crosses their mind that they can be used for anything other than as a memento of a good day.
At the medium level, children pose on images without pronounced sexualisation. Such photos
exist in vast quantities on the Internet, both taken by others or by the children themselves, and it
will vary widely how this type affects the children. If the children have been pressed, forced or, for
example, addressed in a sexual manner, it may have been traumatic for the child to be filmed, even
if the child is fully clothed.
In the severe end of the scale, where images show children posing erotically in a studio or a private
room, we presume that many children may have experienced the situation as a transgression of
their boundaries. They have been encouraged to show their bodies and act as sex objects. In series
of erotic posing, the child’s smile often comes across as strained and artificial, while the bodily
posture looks forced.
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Why do children accept recordings
We do not know why some children turn up to for recordings of posed images, but against the
background of known cases of child abuse images, along with the experiences accumulated by
Save the Children Denmarks hotline staff over the past 12 years, below are some explanations
which undoubtedly apply to varying degrees of each recording situation.
1. Because it is exciting
Some children have a positive experience with being photographed. Maybe it is a new and
exciting experience for them to perform in front of a camera and be at the centre of attention.
The children do not know the consequences of camera presence and may not remember the
images, unless they themselves as adults accidentally come across them on the web. Some of the
images in our study show children who look happy and natural. They are typically images at
Taylor and Quayle’s level 4.
2. Because they have been groomed
Some children have been manipulated into taking part in recordings. In cases of grooming, adult
offenders take advantage of their age, experience, and superiority to persuade children to take
part in sexual acts, and it is likely that many children in the posed images have likewise been
manipulated. Many of the children featuring in posed images in our study have undoubtedly been
told that they were beautiful and valuable. Subsequently, they have been asked to show themselves,
smile, and move their bodies in ways to which they were not accustomed.
In a Danish trial from 2013, a 22-year-old man was convicted of having met over 100 underage
girls on the Internet, persuading them to send images of themselves and posing on webcam.
Several of the girls testified in court that, at the beginning, they found it exciting, since the person
was interested in them and taught them about sex, and that their fears were only raised when
the person began to pressure them to send more still and moving images of a more sexually
provocative nature.
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3. Because they are paid for the images
Some of the older children are paid for featuring in this kind of images. We know that there is
trade in sexual services among vulnerable groups of young people under 18 years of age, who
sell sex for money or swap it for drugs12. In this context, posed still and moving images make up
a product that is easy to trade online. When it comes to payment, the experience of therapists is
that boys are more likely than girls to sell sexual services for, for instance, mobile phones, cannabis
or other drugs.
4. Because an adult tells them to
Some of the children have been ordered by a parent or another adult to take part in recordings.
In countries with widespread poverty, we regularly observe cases of families selling their children,
of whom a great deal are sexually exploited and become victims of trafficking and sex tourism. In
2013, the international children’s rights organisation Terre des Hommes exposed how sex tourism
works online, finding, for example, poor families in the Philippines who would sell live webcam
sessions with their children online13.
In the above, we have focused on what causes the children to take part in the production of
images. The data material is not enough for us to affirm that all children featured in the grey area
material are offended against in the course of the recordings. However, it is our clear perception
that a great deal of the children seen on posed images categorised as level 4 and 5 have been
traumatised during the recordings, either because they are under adult pressure and coercion and/
or because they have been subjected to grooming and hence also to serious breaches of trust
committed by the adult party.
When the images are distributed online
Another viewpoint looks at the consequences of exposition on the Internet. Once an image is
online, it can be copied. At Save the Children Denmarks hotline, we observe how grey area still
and moving images are shared again and again. Many of the children featured in this material are
probably unaware that the images are being circulated online. The youngest children lack the
maturity to comprehend what their image can be used for. Nor can older children or young people
always grasp the consequences of photos of them becoming available online.
Many children and young people will not understand the possible consequences until at a later
age when they begin to wonder what happened to the photos. Whether or not the images are
in circulation, it can be stressful to children to realise that others are in possession of images from
situations filled with guilt and shame. The mere thought of this may be traumatising to the child.
From other research, we know that children, who have been victims of sexual abuse, often stay
quiet or only reluctantly bring up what they have been through. In several research projects, the
Swedish professor Göran Svedin has shown that children subjected to sexual abuse that was
also filmed, often refrain from telling others about the recordings, and that they even deny the
otherwise provable image production. It is presumed to be simply too shameful or painful to talk
about the images. It comes natural to imagine that that there are parallels in the case of children
who have been victims of grooming or have been pressed or forced into taking part in erotic
posed images.

A report from the Knowledge and Communication Centre for the Socially Vulnerable (Videns- og Formidlingscenter for Socialt Udsatte) describes poor self-esteem, material hardship, and lack of knowledge of their
own bodies as reasons why vulnerable young persons sell sexual services: “Anbragte unge, seksualitet og prostitutionslignende relationer” [Institutionalised young persons, sexuality, and prostitution-like relationships], 2004.
12
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http://www.terredeshommes.org/webcam-child-sex-tourism/
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Retraumatisation
When illegal sexual assaults are filmed and shared online, it is common to talk about the child being
retraumatised. Against this background, in the USA the so-called Masha’s Law14 was passed, which
entitles the victim of sexual abuse to compensation from persons who watch images of the abuse.
We cannot know the exact consequences of grey area still and moving images for each child.
But it seems clear that a child’s knowledge or suppositions concerning the publication of images
can make it harder for the child to heal after an occurrence experienced as traumatic. Thus, it
poses a tacit dilemma whether to tell children about the images. In the short term, it is not always
in the child’s best interest to know that offensive imagery is being shared online. At the same time,
it can be decisive knowledge in a therapeutic scenario, and in the longer term it may be crucial
for the adult, who as a child posed for the photographer, to know that the images are still being
shared online. Further research into this domain may provide important knowledge and serve to
substantiate good practice among authorities as well as therapists, though it is beyond the scope
of this report to address this in greater detail.
Self-exposition on photos and webcam
Our study also encompasses images copied from children’s and young people’s social media
profiles. 7% of the images studied have been categorised as self-exposition. These may be profile
images from dating sites, or from social networks, such as Facebook. These were intended only to
feature on the child’s or young person’s profile, but are suddenly used in a completely different
context. We have no studies tracking the consequences in this field, but we do know that many
children and young people feel a need to keep control of their ordinary photos, and are hence
startled by the serious consequences it may have when their images are suddenly used for
entirely different purposes.
While children know that others can see images on a public profile or dating site, webcam chats
are a different matter. In our study, we have frequently come across posed images copied from
private webcam chats. This means that unknown persons have met children online and persuaded
them to go on webcam, posing live either clothed or unclothed, after which they have uploaded
the recorded webcam chat images.
Through interviews with young people, we know that webcam is perceived as a here-and-now
medium, and that minors do not normally store this kind of material. Accordingly, it is unlikely that
the children persuaded to pose on webcam have considered the risk that the chat partner would
save or copy images from the chat. The uncertainty can be stressful when the child realises that
there is no guarantee that the recordings will remain private. We also know – for instance through
the aforementioned trial in 2013 concerning grooming – that recordings of, for example,
webcam sessions and chat are used as a threat and means of exerting pressure on children
and young people.

Official name: Adam Walsh Child Protection and Safety Act, 2006
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CHAPTER 5
Children’s rights are violated
Images of children dressed in short skirts and stripped to the waist are on
the Internet forever. The series featuring 8-year-old Anna, which was recorded
around 1998, is still being copied and shared among persons with sexual
fantasies about children, who store them in directories under names such as ‘no
nude/smiling’ and ‘blondines/8-10’. Today Anna is 23 years old, and she may or
may not know about how she is being exhibited. Save the Children Denmark
believes that the images violate children’s rights.
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The context turns exhibition on the Internet into an offence
As previously mentioned, the context in which an image is published and the way in which an
image is used, is decisive for whether the exhibition of still and moving images on the web is
problematic or not. An image of a 13-year-old girl posing in a bathing suit in the garden is entirely
normal in the family photo album, but offensive if it is published in a forum for persons seeking
sexual arousal. A photo of a 5-year-old boy playing naked on the beach is fine and natural, but it
becomes offensive and hence problematic when it is copied and posted on, for example, a website
called ‘Boy lover’. A posed image is acceptable, if a 13-year-old girl has herself published it on
Facebook, but it is highly offensive if the same photo appears on a porn site.
The commercial aspect aggravates the offence
A great deal of the webpages in our study have a clearly commercial aim. Seen from a wider
perspective, the commercial production of websites with posed images must be seen to reflect
a constant demand, which drives the ongoing production of new portals and websites with new
images of children instructed in posing for the photographer with the purpose of satisfying people
who perceive children as sex objects. The sales income typically ends up in the pockets of the
adults behind the initiative, and not of the children.
In cases of physical sexual assault, it is an aggravating circumstance if images of the
misdeed are traded. Likewise, in the case of images in the grey area, sales should also be an
aggravating circumstance.
Grooming – the invisible offence
Grooming is a serious offence against a child or young person, and may leave profound emotional
scars. We cannot know for sure whether children and young people in images of erotic or other
types of posing have been manipulated by an adult to take part in the recording of these moving
and still images. It is uncertain whether the children have been groomed or whether they have
felt pressured to overstep their own personal boundaries. But, it is important to keep in mind that
the psychological damage inflicted on a child in the grooming process springs just as much from
the experience of a breach of trust as from physical abuse. Against this background, we believe it
is necessary to acknowledge that children in posed images can be traumatised and have suffered
serious damage, even if they have not been subjected to physical sexual assault.
Violation of the right to protection against exploitation
In view of Article 36 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, Save the Children Denmark
believes that taking posed images of children is an act that in some cases traumatises the children,
because they are subjected to coercion or manipulation. Many of the children in the posed images
have undoubtedly been subjected to grooming and have experienced a violation of their personal
boundaries during the recordings. In particular as regards the images of erotic posing (level 5), it is
highly likely that grooming strategies have been pursued in the period leading up to the recordings.
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Violation of honour and privacy
In view of Article 16 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, Save the Children Denmark
believes that it violates children’s privacy, when grey area images of children (levels 1-5) are
exchanged on websites with the aim of exhibiting children’s bodies to an adult audience with a
sexual interest in children. The images are shared and copied again and again among persons with
a sexual interest in children, thus repeatedly exposing a situation in which children are shown as
sex objects. It is an aggravating circumstance when the images are also offered as a commercial
product.
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Domain fraught with dilemmas
Every week, Save the Children Denmarks hotline receives reports of websites which play up their
contents of sexual images of children, yet without the legislation permitting intervention. When
it comes to posed images, many of the distributors clearly know the law and stop just short of
crossing the line. They dress the children up in sexy red underwear, but avoid focusing on the
genitals. Or they do indeed let the camera focus on the genitals, but at just enough distance to
stay within the law, and then viewers can zoom in themselves. We are astonished that such still
and moving images, unhindered by the law, are not only found on the Internet, but also enable the
adults behind their distribution to fill their bank accounts.
There is undoubtedly a major dilemma between, on the one hand, wanting to protect children,
and, on the other, hesitating to introduce state censorship. Because, how can the law criminalise
posed or nude images of children? What would the argument be? If all nude images of children are
banned, we also run the risk of prohibiting photos from the beach holiday or from the children’s
room at home, which hardly anybody would want.
An analysis of the state’s options to legislate on nude images of children showed, as early as 1998,
some of the central dilemmas associated with passing laws on scenarios in which the image per se
does not prove any abuse15. The table below illustrates some of the key arguments of the analysis.
The term ‘posed images’ is used in this connection in replacement of ‘nude images’.
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Grasz & Pfaltzgraff, Temple Law Review, 1998, call attention to arguments from various American trials.
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Arguments against legislating
Posed images of children do not per se prove
that the children portrayed have been subjected
to anything offensive or harmful.
It infringes on freedom of expression and
constitutional civil rights to ban posed images of
children.
It is impossible to administer legislation in this
field, because where should the line be drawn?

Arguments for legislating
The images violate the children’s right to
privacy, and children are not mature enough to
understand the consequences of the recordings.
The images appear in a context that makes
them likely to be used by persons with a sexual
interest in children.
The images can be used by sex offenders to
pressure other children into having sex.
Exhibition of their bodies on the Internet can
probably cause children the same types of
damage as those inflicted by physical abuse.
The images can help break down taboos and
thus push the boundaries of ‘acceptable’ sexual
behaviour.
We ought to legislate more tightly regarding
offences against children than against adults.

The table above makes it plain that legislating in this field faces major dilemmas. When, as in this
report, we seek ways to counter the exhibition of children and perceive the context as a key
consideration, the dilemmas become even greater. For instance, it is relatively simple to categorise
an individual image as illegal based on clear criteria, such as whether it shows a naked child. It is
an entirely more complex matter to judge whether an image is illegal, when the image as such is
‘normal’, but the context in which it is published is strongly sexualised. Here the assessment must
factor in a series of different indicators, making it less than clear-cut.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion and recommendations
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CHILDREN ARE EXHIBITED AS
SEX OBJECTS ON THE INTERNET
An examination of material from over 400 web addresses has shown that there is a market for
legal still and moving images exhibiting children as erotic objects. On behalf of the children,
Save the Children Denmark wishes, through this report, to draw attention to the fact that such
materials violate children’s rights.
The material is produced because there is a demand among persons with a sexual interest in
children. Still and moving images in the grey area are used as erotic stimuli in approximately the
same manner as illegal images of sexual abuse. In order to protect the children, we should do
more to take care to help persons with sexual thoughts about children to overcome this sad
and distressing propensity.
A great deal of still and moving images in the grey area have a commercial aim. Images of children
who pose are sold on the Internet without the children’s knowledge. Save the Children Denmark
considers the commercial distribution to be a circumstance which aggravates the violation of
children’s right to be protected against exploitation.
Another major part of the grey area material makes use of a modelling context. There is a need
to draw attention to children and young people who are photographed or filmed, or who let
themselves be photographed and filmed scantily clad or nude. Many young teenagers can easily
be attracted to promises of a modelling career, failing to foresee the possible consequences of a
photographic recording.
Children are at risk of suffering serious consequences of posing in images, when they are subjected
to grooming or coercion before and during recordings. The children do not have any genuine
chance of objecting, just as they cannot grasp the consequences of what goes on. The breach
of trust is doubled when the children subsequently lose control of still and moving images, as
these are distributed online. Against this background, Save the Children Denmark considers the
deliberate recording of posed images for sexual purposes to be a major violation of children’s right
to protection. If grooming or coercion has taken place in the recording situation, we see this as an
aggravating circumstance.
As regards distribution on the Internet, it is the context that makes the images offensive. Save the
Children Denmark recognises the dilemmas in the legal domain. At the same time, we believe that
the current legislation leaves us with a legal vacuum. Children have the right to be protected against
being exhibited in a context whose purpose is something sexual. As long as the arm of the law
stretches no further, it ends up doing more to protect producers of image portals for paedophiles
than to protect the children against exploitation.
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SAVE THE CHILDREN DENMARK’S RECOMMENDATIONS
In light of this report, Save the Children Denmark recommends that the spotlight be on protecting
children from offences in connection both with recording and distribution of images in the grey
area.
Ten recommendations to government and decision-makers:
1. Exhibition of children in posed images that are erotic and where it is likely that the child has
been subjected to grooming, ought to be criminalised, and as a consequence, erotic posed images
should be included in the child pornography blocking scheme.
2. Save the Children Denmark recommends that the police be given the authority to launch
legal proceedings on their own initiative and on behalf of children represented on erotic images
which violate honour and privacy as spelt out in the Criminal Code’s Section 264. Instead of
individualising the problem and asking the children to proceed, it should be a matter of society to
restrict the distribution and protect the children.
3. It must be recognised, including by the authorities, that the grooming process can be traumatic
for children, even when no physical sexual abuse has been involved. Children subjected to
grooming should be guaranteed help on par with victims of physical assaults.
4. Health and sex education in the ‘folkeskole’ (Danish compulsory primary and lower secondary
school) should address the role of online media in teenagers’ sex life and the risk of privacy
violations. Up-to-date materials should be prepared with this purpose in mind, adapted to the
‘Shared Goals’ set for the ‘folkeskole’.
5. Funds should be set aside to publicise the advisory and therapeutic services of ‘Break the Circle’
for persons with sexual thoughts about children and/or addiction to child abuse images and/or to
grey area material on the Internet.
6. Internet service providers should iclude in their code of ethics also the protection of children
against privacy violations in grey zone material.
7. Further studies and research should be conducted into this area, including, for example,
investigation into how photographic recordings influence children and young people, a survey of
computer-generated still and moving images, and an exploration of dilemmas such as whether
to tell children and young people, who have been offended against, about the existence of the
material.
8. The European Commission should launch a study into how the protection of children’s privacy
in connection with grey area material can be incorporated into international legislation and other
legal regulations.
9. The European Commission and the Danish state should continue to support the work of
the hotline organisation INHOPE, the NGO network eNACSO, and similar initiatives aimed at
stopping IT-related sexual abuse of children.
10. The European Commission should continue to support the work of the European Financial
Coalition aimed at stopping commercial sexual exploitation of children.
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